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1. The twenty-seventh session of the Commission/eighteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers

responsible for economic planning and development adopted 16 resolutions and 6 decisions addressed to

member States, international organizations and to the ECA secretariat itself. The purpose of this document

is to report on the actions undertaken by the ECA secretariat towards the implementation of those resolutions

and decisions.

727 (XXVH). Implementation of the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community

2. In this resolution, the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, the Secretary-

General of the Organization of African Unity and the President of the African Development Bank were

requested to make every effort to facilitate the implementation of the provisions of the Treaty establishing

the African Economic Community upon its entry into force. To that end, the secretariat has prepared a

document entitled "Proposals for a regional institution-wide plan for the implementation of the Abuja Treaty

establishing the African Economic Community" (document E/ECA/CM. 19/7). It proposes a plan for the

implementation of the Abuja Treaty and to ensure a proper role sharing among the various regional

institutions including members of the Joint Secretariat, namely OAU, ECA and ADB.

3. The ECA Executive Secretary has worked closely with OAU and ADB, through the Joint Secretariat

on the implementation of the African Economic Community, to harmonize and standardize information

sources and systems in support of the Community and to facilitate regional economic cooperation.

732 (XXVII). Information svstem for African economic development and integration

4. The secretariat was requested, in this resolution, to continue to explore ways and means of securing

regular budget posts for the Pan-African Development Information System (PADIS) in order to ensure its

automation. The secretariat was also requested to continue its efforts in close collaboration with OAU and

ADB to harmonize and standardize information sources and systems to support the African Economic

Community and to facilitate regional economic cooperation.

5. The following are the actions taken by the secretariat in implementing the resolution. Member States

were urged, through letters from the Executive Secretary and advisory missions from PADIS, to use their

IPFs in order to receive delivery of the System's technical assistance in information system development.

Several member States submitted projects to the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

requesting this, but the modalities to use country IPFs for delivery of services from regional organizations

are still being worked out. One possibility may be through the use of technical support services (TSS) funds.

6. The United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD) provided support for PADIS

in the amount of US$135,968 since the adoption of the resolution.

7. The secretariat submitted a project to the Commission of the European Community in the amount

of US$2,395,000 in consideration for funding under the provisions of the Lome IV Convention. No

response has yet been received from the Commission.

8. Member States hosting subregional centres are Zambia and Zaire. In February 1993, Zambia

seconded the requested personnel to make the East and Southern African Development Information System

(ESADIS) operational. Zaire has also shown its eagerness to make the Central African Development

Information System (CADIS) operational- A PADIS mission was scheduled for March 1993 to assess

equipment needs and telecommunication facilities.

9. The secretariat has sent letters to member States encouraging them to adopt appropriate national

information policies and offering them advisory services towards their formulation. Such missions were

mounted to three countries in 1992-1993. Ethiopia made particularly noteworthy strides this year towards
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the promulgation of a national information policy, and Senegal, which was one of the first countries in the

region to have such a policy, towards updating it.

10. PADIS is currently conducting a study in 10 African countries to determine what tools member

States are using to adopt policies related to the acquisition and utilization of appropriate information

technology. Its results are expected at the end of 1993.

11. Development Information Day was celebrated on 18 November 1992 at ECA headquarters and by

member States. The Executive Secretary made a statement on the occasion and a press release was issued.

PADIS has urged the national participating centres in its network to organize celebrations of Development

Information Day in their countries. The call was taken up enthusiastically by Ethiopia, which observed its

National Development Information Day on 16 November. Among the activities organized by the Ethiopian

Science and Technology Commission and held in conjunction with the event were a display open to the

public of information products, services and information technology, a national seminar on information

systems and services and the screening of a national television programme on development information

activities.

12. The secretariat received strong support from bilateral donors in 1992-1993, with the Netherlands

Government funding one project on training, the Government of Germany, one on data base development

and the International Development Research Centre (Canada) funding three others. Several projects have

been submitted to multilateral donors whose approval is yet to be received.

13. PADIS has continued its leadership role in the coordination of development information and in

maintaining and developing its information system to respond to Africa's pressing development problems.

This has been achieved through its technical assistance to member States (advisory services and training),

organization of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS and the Standing Committee on the
Harmonization and Standardization of Documentation and Information Systems which met from 18 to 20

November 1992 and will meet again on 22 and 23 April 1993.

14. The secretariat has been assisting its network members in securing financial assistance for their

information activities, through the preparation of project documents to be submitted to donors. Six such

documents were prepared in 1992-1993 for member States as well as subregional and regional institutions.

The continuation of these efforts has also been included in the draft programme budget.

15. Efforts initiated by the Executive Secretary are underway to secure regular budget resources to assure

the continued operation of PADIS.

736 (XXVII). Women and access to research in the 1990s

16. In this resolution, the Conference of Ministers recommended that ECA should facilitate the

establishment of the federation of African women entrepreneurs and had requested both UNDP and the
United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) to provide financial, material and technical

support for setting up a secretariat for the federation. It further recommended that ECA should cooperate

with OAU and ADB to study the possibility of creating an African bank for women. In line with that

resolution and the Abuja Declaration on Participatory Development: The role of Women in Africa in the

1990s, efforts were made to enhance women's economic opportunities through the establishment of national

associations of business women and women entrepreneurs and the overall federation of African women
entrepreneurs. In this connection, missions were undertaken by ECA to several countries and institutions

with a view to sensitizing and consulting with groups of women entrepreneurs on the proposed establishment

of the federation. ECA also examined the possibility of setting up an African bank for women.

17. It appeared from the consultations and the study that the federation and the bank respond to very

genuine needs and are capable of generating increased economic activities for women. These structures will
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also enable women to have a greater impart on their countries' efforts towards economic transformation and

development.

18. In addition to the above, resources have been mobilized from the Netherlands Government for

training of trainers in entrepreneurial development. The actual training will be organized in collaboration

with the Lusaka-based Pan-African Institute for Development (PAID) during the second half of 1993.

19. Other activities included the strengthening of the information network between member States and

the ECA African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW) with the financial assistance from

the Italian Government. The first steps in this regard were directed at the repackaging of existing research

materials in order to facilitate its use by fellow researchers and institutions. Similarly, annotated

bibliographies on women in development in Africa have also been published.

737 (XXVII). The role of women in conflict resolution

20. In this resolution, the Commission and OAU were requested to assist Uganda in the organization of

a regional conference on women for peace which would provide a forum for women leaders of the region

to propose strategies for the establishment and maintenance of peace in the region and propose programmes

for alleviating the adverse effects of civil conflicts on women. To that effect, ECA had consultations with

the Uganda Ministry of Culture, Women and Youth with a view to discussing the objectives and issues to

be considered by the conference as well as the strategy of mobilizing resources for the conference which is

scheduled to take place in August 1993. The outcome of the conference would constitute a valuable input

to the 1994 ECA Regional Conference on Women preparatory to the 1995 World Conference.

738 (XXVII). Science and technology for development

21. In this resolution, the Conference of Ministers requested the Executive Secretary to "prepare a report

to be submitted to the next session of the Commission on the possibility of establishing a Conference of

African Ministers of science and technology for development". It should be recalled that, in its resolution

248 (XI) of 22 February 1973, the Conference of Ministers had established the Intergovernmental Committee

of Experts for Science and Technology Development. The Committee provided a useful regional machinery

for examining science and technology issues relevant to the development of member States. In view of the

rapidly growing importance of science and technology in socio-economic development and the need to have

the highest level of commitment, a proposal to upgrade the Committee to a regional conference on science

and technology is made in the context of the review of the intergovernmental machinery contained in

document E/ECA/CM. 19/19.

739 (XXVII). Adoption of the programme for the second Industrial Development Decade for Africa

qDDA)

DEC.l (XXVm.Industrial Development in Africa

22. Both the resolution and the decision recommended, inter alia, the adoption of the programme of the

second IDDA to the General Assembly at its forty-seventh session through the Economic and Social Council

(ECOSOC). The General Assembly was also requested to substantially increase resources provided to ECA

for IDDA so as to strengthen its capacity to effectively assist member States and subregional organizations

in the implementation of the programme.

23. As follow-up to the above resolution and decision, ECOSOC adopted resolution 1992/44 of July

1992 endorsing the programme for the second Industrial Development Decade for Africa and recommending

to the General Assembly, at its forty-seventh session, to adopt the programme of the second Decade and to

adjust the period for the programme to cover the period 1993-2002. The resolution also reiterated that the
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General Assembly should provide ECA with adequate resources to enable it to assist African countries and

organizations effectively in the implementation of the programme of the second IDDA.

24 Further to the above ECOSOC resolution, ECA prepared and submitted a draft programme budget
amounting to US$865,000 with a view to funding the activities planned in 1992 within the context of the
implementation of the IDDA II programme. However, ECA was allocated $180,000 only and no additional
funds were allocated by the General Assembly at its forty-seventh session because the amount given
previously had not yet been exhausted. Nevertheless, the General Assembly adopted the programme for the
second IDDA for Africa, including its national, subregional and regional components. The resolution also
adjusted the programme for the second Decade established in its resolution 44/237, to cover the years 1993-
2002 and urged the international community and international financial institutions to increase significantly

their contributions to the industrial sector in African countries.




